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 All land sold out

                


                
                 

            
            
                

 Point Cook market gets the green light.

                


                
 A new fresh food market will be coming to Point Cook - Find out more                

            
            
                

In the zone

                


                
Live in the Alamanda College zone                
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                                                    Community & lifestyle

                                                    

                                                        Your life, the way you've always wanted. The community is in the heart of Point Cook, perfectly positioned to make the most of the lifestyle opportunities, shopping and dining experiences and natural surrounds this lively location has to offer. 
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Location

                                                    

                                                        Life, Point Cook is putting you in the ideal spot to make the most of Point Cook’s wealth of amenities. We understand some people just have a taste for coastal living. You can have that lifestyle whilst being a mere 28km commute from Melbourne. 
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Transport

                                                    

                                                        Shared pathways and nature trails within Life, Point Cook will provide easy access and connection, both within the development and to existing cycle networks. With easy access to the Williams Landing Train Station and the Princes Freeway, living in the Life, Point Cook community will make getting to work during the week and getting away on the weekend a breeze.
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Facilities

                                                    

                                                        Point Cook has everything you'd expect from an established community. The community has a wide choice of educational facilities just a few minutes away, from kinder for the little ones to primary and secondary schools. Keeping your family active is easy at Life, Point Cook. Just across the street a new regional sports and recreation centre includes three full-size ovals, eight tennis courts, three soccer pitches and a neighbourhood park.
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Shopping

                                                    

                                                        Having great shopping on your doorstep makes life easier and it doesn't get much better than at Point Cook's town centre. In addition to big name supermarkets, enjoy the convenience of over 130 specialty stores and major retailers including cafes, fresh food, fashion, health and beauty, homewares, furniture and department stores, to just name a few.
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                                                    About Life, Point Cook

                                                    

                                                        Life doesn't get much better than living right in the heart of Point Cook, perfectly positioned to make the most of the lifestyle opportunities, shopping and dining experiences and natural surrounds this lively location has to offer.
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Passivhaus

                                                    

                                                        Frasers Property Australia is the first major property developer to achieve Passive House certification and the first to make Passive House accessible to the national residential property market. Furthermore, it has achieved a Passive House Plus certification level, meaning it generates more energy through onsite rooftop solar PV than it consumes over the course of a year.
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Leap Frog Park

                                                    

                                                        Your life surrounded by fun. Leap frog park will be the perfect spot for family weekends, with a shelter and a kick about area for a game of footy and pieces of public art to give this socially active space true character.
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Education

                                                    

                                                        Your life of learning. It's better for your peace of mind when your kids don't have to walk too far to school. 
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                                                    News & events

                                                    

                                                        Stay up to date with what’s happening at Point Cook.
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Downloads

                                                    

                                                        Looking for more information? Download brochures and plans. 
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                    It's easy to see why Point Cook is one of the most desirable postcodes in the south-west. From location to amenity and lifestyle, you get to experience the best of it all.

            

            
                With so much nature surrounding you, life in Point Cook will feel as if you have the world's biggest backyard. 

            

        

    



    
    

            

                    


        
            
                
                        Well connected all round

                                         Cleverly designed around a series of interconnected parks, conservation reserves and stunning wetlands. Life, Point Cook is your place to play and live life to its fullest.


                                Find out more 



                

            

        

    

    
    

            

                    


        
            
                
                        Picture your life at Point Cook

                                         Life doesn't get much better living right in the heart of Point Cook, perfectly positioned to make the most of the lifestyle opportunities, shopping and dining experiences and natural surrounds this lively location has to offer.


                                Find out more 
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                                Claire and David

                                
                                    "Living in Point Cook really suits where we are in our life at the moment, we have a young family. All the amenities and parks are really geared towards families."
                                

                                
                            

                            
                                The Hutsons

                                
                                    "There are always other families here playing, quite often everyone just joins in. It's a real community."
                                

                                
                            

                            
                                Sarah

                                
                                    "It's good because I can get to school without a bus, I walk and it normally takes around 5-10 minutes."
                                

                                
                            

                            
                                The Hunts

                                
                                    "We definitely try to get the kids out and about most weekends. We like the coastal park, we go out there quite a bit. There are a few parks that we visit."
                                

                                
                            

                            
                                The Noguchis

                                
                                    "We're close to a park, it's beautiful because we have a lake with ducks. Lots of families go there and we all get to know each other, our children have become friends."
                                

                                
                            

                            
                                The Jenkins

                                
                                    "The town centre's nice the way it's been designed. The health and medical centres and everything we need are at our fingertips. Anything that makes like easy is good."
                                

                                
                            

                            
                                Suzi and Goren

                                
                                    "We love heading out to the nearby winery, it's such a great place to relax."
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                                Your life surrounded by fun
                            

                            Our Leap Frog Park is designed around exercise that’s fun. It's the perfect spot for family weekends, with a shelter and a kick around area for a game of footy and piece of public art to give this socially active space true character.

                            
                                Find out more 
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                                Live Life, Get Active
                            
                            Free fitness classes at Life, Point Cook!
                                
                                    Find out more   
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Find your dream propertyDownload brochureMake an enquiry            
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                ©  Frasers Property

                
            Frasers Property acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land on which our business operates. We pay our respects to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Elders past, present and future.

                ©  Frasers Property

                Privacy.
                Terms.
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